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Revenue Cycle Management Services help drive financial performance by establishing 

process improvements and increased visibility into the facility’s Accounts Receivables. 

Capturing every dollar of patient account revenue is critical to any hospital’s financial 

health— especially in an era of declining reimbursements.

Revenue Cycle Management Services offers a variety of business office services to help meet 

your needs, including:

Claims Management Services

• Insurance Billing 

• Cash Posting

• Account Insurance Follow-Up

Other Revenue Cycle Services

• Contract Management

• Payment Variances Analysis 

and Recovery

• Patient Statement Processing 

• Online Bill Pay Services

• Reporting Services

 

Claims Management Services

Insurance Billing: As a revenue cycle management partner, our dedicated team of billing 

and claims management professionals helps expedite the claim submission process. 

Patient accounts are billed directly from the MEDHOST EHR system to the insurance 

payers through the hospital’s clearinghouse after claim edits and rejections are resolved. 

There is complete data and reporting transparency of patient accounts billed and billing 

trends.

Cash Posting: Our resources post-Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA) and manual 

payments directly into the MEDHOST EHR system in a timely manner, allowing accounts 

to quickly move to the next insurance payer or to the patient’s responsibility. We provide 

a dedicated cash posting staff to help ensure the separation of responsibilities and bank 

statements are balanced to daily cash posting activities.

Account Insurance Follow-up: Our resources perform account follow-up on outstanding 

claims and work accounts until insurance payment resolution is reached. Patient accounts 

are assigned to staff based on their in-depth knowledge of specific insurance payers. 
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Complete 
data and 
reporting 
transparency

Account status is obtained by using various methods such as telephone calls to insurance 

companies, secure email and fax, online payer portals, and automated technology. The 

claim status automation reduces the manual effort associated with logging into each 

payer’s website and allows resources to focus on unpaid claims. 

From day one, we are engaged and partner with the facilities to determine the best approach 

for account follow-up for current and aged accounts. There is complete transparency of 

accounts being worked within the MEDHOST EHR system. 

Other Revenue Cycle Services

Contract Management Services: Our Contract Management solution and services are 

designed to help ensure that the hospital is accurately paid for services provided.   Also, 

increase up-front collections from patients with the Charge Estimator functionality, which 

provides an estimated patient payment based on insurance contract agreements built 

within the Contract Management solution.

Optimize reimbursement from payers
Insurance payers may routinely underpay hospitals, resulting in thousands of dollars in monthly 

write-offs which could be recovered. We focus on identifying the root cause of underpayments 

and work with the hospital to investigate and resolve variances with payers. MEDHOST 

Contract Management professionals have helped facilities to increase charge master price 

amounts, identify unfavorable insurance contracting terms, and maximize cash collections.

Offerings include:

• Contract Maintenance: Building and maintaining negotiated contract terms 

within the MEDHOST EHR and incorporating changes and updates over time

• Underpayment Identification: Identifying underpayments via contract management 

variance reports with the appropriate reason codes and notifying the hospital 

of any issues hindering accurate calculation of expected reimbursement

• Underpayment Recovery: Following up on valid underpayments to 

collect unpaid reimbursements from the hospital’s insurance payers
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Patient Statements Processing: Provide patients with a statement that is easy to 

understand while incorporating branding and personalized messaging.  Our software 

utilizes actionable data to generate targeted messaging that helps patients choose delivery 

options that work for them, such as paper or electronic notifications.  This service offers 

an intelligent communication approach, a production monitoring system, and premium file 

management.  

Online Bill Pay: Give your patients the tools they need to manage their healthcare 

financial commitments by providing payment options that suit their needs. Patients can 

then choose from several payment options, including quick pay, partial payments, and 

payment plans. The Online Bill Pay interface is designed to increase accuracy, makes 

posting payments more efficient, and is designed to ensure that patient payments are 

automatically posted to accounts.  

Reporting Services: Designed to help you gain visibility into the overall patient experience, 

the MEDHOST online bill pay platform offers simple-to-read reports that help you keep 

track of adoption rates, outreach strategies, and payment specifics.

Granular reporting with critical visibility

• Granularity: Empower hospitals with a more granular view of their businesses 

by providing critical visibility into clinical, financial, and revenue cycle metrics.

• Expertise: Our Reporting Services team is comprised of highly specialized professionals 

utilizing an application-rich EHR system to design, write, and support your reporting.

• Dashboard Reporting: We leverage pre-packaged and customized 

SEQUEL dashboards that contain KPIs for specific areas of functionality, 

providing executive-level insights into your performance.

We equip hospitals with the collective power of subject matter experts and industry-leading 

technology. Built on a foundation of over 38+ years of creating innovative technology tools 

for hospitals and health systems, we architect service offerings that meet the specific needs 

of your hospital’s clinical and financial operations with the degree of precision you should 

expect from a trusted partner. 
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